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bstract

Nano-scale LSM–YSZ composite electrodes are prepared from a mixture of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and strontium-doped lanthanum
anganite (LSM) particles. Commercial YSZ particles are mixed with polymerizable complex method-driven LSM powders of two different

article sizes, namely, 81 and 210 nm. Then, the correlations between the properties of the starting particles, sintering temperature, microstructure
nd cell performance are studied. Use of smaller LSM particles in the composite electrode induces extensive grain growth. This significantly

educes the triple phase boundary (TPB) and leads to an increase in the polarization resistance. The composite cathode derived from larger LSM
articles exhibits a lower total polarization resistance (∼0.31 � cm2 at 800 ◦C) and, subsequently, better maximum cell power (∼630 mA cm−2).
y contrast, larger resistance and lower cell power are observed for electrodes composed of smaller LSM particles.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

A solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is a device that converts
he chemical energy of fuels directly to electricity through an
lectrochemical reaction of the fuels with an oxidant, typi-
ally oxygen from air. Conventional SOFCs are operated at
igh temperatures up to ∼1000 ◦C and are based on well-
stablished component systems. Strontium-doped lanthanum
anganite (La1−xSrxMnO3, LSM) is frequently utilized as a

athode material because of its high electrochemical activity
or oxygen reduction and good stability and compatibility with
ttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) electrolyte. The use of LSM is
napplicable for a low-temperature SOFC, however, due to its

ow oxygen ion conductivity and high activation energy.

The addition of a YSZ component to the cathode of a SOFC
s a general method to enhance the electrochemical performance

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 2 2123 2855; fax: +82 2 365 5882.
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f the LSM-based system. The addition of a highly ionic con-
uctive YSZ phase to the LSM electrode layer is effective due
o enlargement of the electrochemically active area, i.e., the
riple phase boundary (TPB), at which the oxygen reduction
eaction occurs. Accordingly, LSM–YSZ composite electrodes
ave demonstrated better performance than those composed of
nly LSM [1–4] since the TPB can extend three-dimensionally
nto the composite cathode. This means that the site density
nd spatial distribution of the TPB play a critical role in deter-
ining cell performance. The cathodic microstructure strongly

nfluences the expansion of the TPB site density [5–7].
The electrode in the SOFC is fabricated from the ceramic

articulate materials by sintering. The microstructure of the
esulting electrode is governed by several processing param-
ters such as the size and distribution of the starting particle
nd the sintering conditions. In particular, the composite cath-

des involve at least more than two different materials in which
he constituents may differ in their densification behaviour. The
se of nanoparticle-based cathode materials may allow enlarge-
ent of the TPB due to the increased particle-to-particle contact

mailto:jmoon@yonsei.ac.kr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.01.095
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oints. The difference in sinterabilities between the phases may,
owever, prevent the development of the three-dimensionally
nterconnected composite microstructure because of the prema-
ure excess sintering of a more easily sinterable phase. In such

case, the relative ratio of the particle sizes for the compos-
te materials together with the sintering temperature should be
ell-controlled to optimize the cell performance. In the present

tudy, the composite cathodes consist of nano-sized LSM and
SZ powders, which are known to have a distinct densifica-

ion behaviour. A study is made of the correlations between
he properties of the starting particles, sintering temperature,

icrostructure and cell performance.

. Experimental

La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 powders were prepared using a polymer-
zable complex method [8,9]. Each of the metal salts was
issolved in water. Then, ethylene glycol and citric acid were
sed as a polymerization and complexation agent, respectively.
olymerization occurred in the metallic salts solution upon heat-

ng. After polymerization, charring of the resin at 400 ◦C in
ir was performed before calcination at various temperatures
o eliminate remaining organics and volatile species resulting
rom the polymeric resin, followed by calcination at 800 ◦C
denoted as LSM800) and 1000 ◦C (denoted as LSM1000) for 2 h.
ransmission electron microscopic images of the synthesized
articles are shown in Fig. 1. The mean particle size calcu-
ated from the specific surface area value is 81 nm for LSM800
surface area = 11.82 m2 g−1) and 210 nm for LSM1000 (surface
rea = 4.53 m2 g−1).

LSM–YSZ composite materials were obtained by plan-
tary milling of YSZ powder (Tosoh TZ8Y, surface
rea = 12.74 m2 g−1, mean particle size = 78 nm) with two differ-

ntly sized LSM powders in a weight ratio of LSM:YSZ = 6:4.
he mixed composite cathodes were constructed by a screen-
rinting method with paste materials that were a mixture of the
owders and additives dispersed in an organic solvent.

i
a
fi
8

Fig. 1. TEM images of: (a) LSM80
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The paste of the composite cathode was placed on both sides
f a 0.5 mm thick YSZ disc in a symmetrical cell configura-
ion for the measurement of interfacial polarization resistance,
nd then a platinum mesh connected to a platinum wire was
ttached to the cathode layer for current-collection by means of
latinum paste. The area of the applied cathode was 1.4 cm2 and
he thickness was 10–13 �m.

The NiO–YSZ substrate that had been prepared with liq-
id condensation precipitation (LCP) processed granules was
sed to measure cell performance [10,11]. A YSZ electrolyte of
4–15 �m in thickness was placed on the anode support via a
ip-coating method [12]. One side of the support was polished
o remove the YSZ electrolyte and to adjust the anode support
hickness to ∼0.8 mm. All the YSZ/anode supports used for
ell performance measurement were controlled to have the same
imensions so that any variation in the electric performance of
he cells can be considered to originate solely from a difference
n cathodic performance.

The sintering temperature for the composite cathode on top
f the YSZ/anode supports was varied from 1100 to 1200 ◦C
or 4 h. Four different LSM–YSZ layers were fabricated using
ifferent initial particles with different sintering temperatures.
he microstructures of the resulting half- and full-cells were

nvestigated by means of scanning electron microscopy (FE-
EM, JSM 6700F, JEOL). The densification behaviour of the
athode materials with different compositions during the heat
reatment process was analyzed with a dilatometer (DIL402C,
ETZSCH).
Electrochemical impedance measurements were performed

n symmetrical cells, LSM–YSZ/YSZ/LSM–YSZ, with vari-
us oxygen partial pressure atmospheres using a Solatron SI
260/1287 instrument. The impedance spectra were obtained
ver a frequency range from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz with an applied ac
oltage amplitude of 20 mV at temperatures from 600 to 850 ◦C

n 50 ◦C intervals. Full-cell performance was investigated using
Solatron 1286 unit interfaced with a computer with humidi-
ed hydrogen as fuel and air as oxidant at ambient pressure and
00 ◦C.

0 and (b) LSM1000 particles.
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Table 1
Cathodic polarization resistance of half-cell using LSM800 and LSM1000 par-
ticles at 800 ◦C

Cathode type Cathodic polarization resistance (� cm2)

F
s
1

60 H.S. Song et al. / Journal of P

. Results and discussion

The total cathodic polarization resistances of the compos-
te with different sized LSM particles are listed in Table 1.
nterfacial resistances measured by ac impedance spectroscopy
hould be corrected for electrode area and divided by two in
rder to obtain area-specific polarization resistances in � cm2
13]. The composite cathode consisting of a mixture of LSM800
nd YSZ sintered at 1100 ◦C for 4 h is denoted as LSM800-
SZ@1100. This sample exhibits the lowest resistance, whereas
SM800-YSZ@1200 has the highest value. The resistances of

L
L
L
L

ig. 2. SEM images of composite cathodes with different LSM particle sizes and s
intered at 1100 ◦C; (c) fractured and (d) polished images of LSM800-YSZ sintered
100 ◦C; (g) fractured and (h) polished image of LSM1000-YSZ sintered at 1200 ◦C
SM800-YSZ@1100 0.40
SM800-YSZ@1200 0.73
SM1000-YSZ@1100 0.31
SM1000-YSZ@1200 0.51

intering temperatures: (a) fractured and (b) polished images of LSM800-YSZ
at 1200 ◦C; (e) fractured and (f) polished images of LSM1000-YSZ sintered at
.
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Fig. 3. (a) Typical impedance spectrum and deconvoluted arcs for symmetrical
cell, LSM–YSZ/YSZ/LSM–YSZ, as measured at 750 ◦C in air under open-
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alf-cells comprised of the same sized LSM particles increase
ith increasing sintering temperature. The cell prepared from

he larger LSM particles (i.e., LSM1000) shows lower polariza-
ion resistance compared with that prepared from the smaller
SM (i.e., LSM800) when both are sintered at the same tem-
erature. It is likely that the use of the smaller LSM particles
llows more LSM–YSZ particle contact points and subsequently
eads to a composite cathode with a larger number of TPB
ites in which the LSM and YSZ phases are well-mixed as a
hree-dimensionally interpenetrated structure. Specifically, it is
xpected that LSM800-YSZ@1100 will exhibit better cathodic
roperties than LSM1000-YSZ@1100; but the experimental
esults run counter to this expectation. Observation of the
icrostructures of the composite cathodes may provide an

nderstanding of this discrepancy.
Fractured cross-sectional views of composite cathodes pre-

ared with different particle sizes and sintering temperatures are
resented in Fig. 2(a, c, e, and g). In general, the electrode sin-
ered at 1100 ◦C exhibits a porous structure without significant
ensification compared with the electrode sintered at 1200 ◦C.
n addition, the particles are well connected, not only with each
ther but also with the electrolyte layer at both temperatures.
he influence of LSM particle size on the composite microstruc-

ure is, however, difficult to recognize from the fractured SEM
mages.

The samples were polished in order to achieve better
icrostructural analysis. The polished surfaces appear denser

ompared with the fractured ones, as shown in Fig. 2(b, d,
, and h). The microstructures of the electrodes are affected
y both the LSM powder type and the sintering temperature.
he samples with LSM1000 and LSM800 particles sintered at
100 ◦C have porosities of approximately 40 and 37%, respec-
ively, whereas 20 and 15% porosities are measured for the
amples sintered at 1200 ◦C, as determined by image analysis.
n addition, the cathode prepared from the LSM1000 powder
as slightly finer pores and smaller grains. Scanning electron
icroscopic analysis and even back-scattered electron images

re unable to distinguish between the LSM and YSZ phases
ue to the nano-scale grain structures. These merely differ-
nt microstructural features between the composite cathodes
s a function of the particle sizes and sintering tempera-
ures are insufficient to understand clearly the difference in
athodic performance. In this respect, a more detailed analysis is
ecessary.

To gain a better understanding of the relationship between
lectrochemical properties and cathode microstructural features,
uch as the TPB length and LSM/YSZ phase connectivity, the
athodic polarization resistances were measured as a function
f the oxygen partial pressure. A typical impedance spectrum
or a symmetrical cell, LSM–YSZ/YSZ/LSM–YSZ, measured
t 750 ◦C under open-circuit conditions is given in Fig. 3(a). It is
ell-known that the impedance spectrum of a composite cath-
de is complex. In a Nyquist plot, the impedance is composed

f a number of more or less overlapping arcs, each of which
epresents various electrode kinetic processes. Impedance anal-
sis as a function of oxygen partial pressure enables each arc to
e correlated to a specific electrode reaction mechanism. It has

T
f
t
c

ircuit conditions. (b) Plot of log 1/R vs. log PO2 for composite cathode. RA

epresents the high-frequency resistance, and RB the low-frequency resistance.

een reported [14,15] that the impedance spectra of the cathodic
alf-cells can be divided into at least two different arcs that are
enoted as process A (high frequency) and B (low frequency),
s shown in Fig. 3(a). In the present study, the resistance of pro-
ess A (RA) is found to be always smaller than that of process B
RB). The value of process A is also independent of the oxygen
artial pressure. On the other hand, the magnitude of arc B is
trongly dependent on the oxygen partial pressure. As shown in
ig. 3(b), the high-frequency A arc is nearly independent of PO2 ,
hereas a P−0.29

O2
dependence is observed for the low-frequency

arc.
The distinct oxygen partial pressure dependence indicates

hat each arc represents a characteristic electrode process. Pro-
ess A can be influenced by a transport of oxygen ions through
ither the YSZ or LSM|YSZ interface [14,16,17]. In other words,
he magnitude of RA relates to phase interconnectivity between
ither LSM and YSZ or YSZ and YSZ phases. Process B, charac-
erized by a strong oxygen pressure dependence, is presumably
ssociated with the charge-transfer process that occurs at the

PB and includes dissociative adsorption of the oxygen, sur-

ace diffusion of adsorbed species towards the TPB, and transfer
o the oxygen ion as incorporated into the lattice. Thus, pro-
ess B mainly reflects electrochemical oxygen reduction on the
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tested in the form of bar-shaped specimens during the sinter-
ing process is shown in Fig. 5. As expected, the densification
for LSM800 starts at a much lower temperature than that for
ig. 4. Polarization resistance of (a) process A (RA) and (b) process B (RB).
mpedance spectra obtained in air at 600–850 ◦C using symmetrical cell as
unction of cell operating temperature.

athode, which is a strong function of the TPB site density
15,18].

The interfacial polarization resistances separated into the
and B processes for symmetrical cells with four differ-

nt LSM–YSZ layers are presented in Fig. 4. The resistances
ncrease with decreasing measurement temperature regardless
f the half-cell type due to a reduction in oxygen conduction
nd catalytic activity. The difference in polarization resistance
etween the cells becomes clear when the impedance spec-
roscopy is measured in a low-temperature range (600–700 ◦C)
s opposed to a high-temperature range (750–850 ◦C). All
A values for the composite cathodes with LSM800 are
igher than those with LSM1000, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
his indicates that the cathode layers composed of LSM800
ave relatively poorer phase interconnectivity than the cath-
des with LSM1000. The RA also increases with sintering
emperature.

According to one of the possible reaction mechanisms, the
xygen gas is first adsorbed on the electrode surface and reduced
t the TPB site to produce oxygen ions and consume elec-

rons. The oxygen ions are then transported through the ionic
ransport pathway to the electrolyte. Adler et al. [19] have
eported that the principal electrode polarization losses are usu-
lly associated with the generation and transport of oxygen F
Sources 167 (2007) 258–264

ons within the porous cathode structure. Therefore, the ionic
onduction pathway plays an important role in determining
athodic performance. On increasing the firing temperature, the
SZ phase begins to be sintered to form a three-dimensionally

nterconnected microstructure together with LSM. Under such
onditions, both electronic and ionic transport pathways should
uild up throughout the electrode. The use of finer powders and
igher sintering temperature degrades the phase interconnec-
ivity in the composite cathode. Highly sinterable, finer, LSM
articles undergo excess densification with increasing firing
emperature, which adversely affects the contiguity between the
hases and, in turn, prevents the formation of a sufficient ionic
onduction pathway between either the LSM|YSZ or YSZ|YSZ
nterface. The influence of particle size and sintering temper-
ture on electrode microstructure is well revealed by the RA
alues.

The variation of polarization resistance of process B for
he composite electrodes as a function of the starting LSM
owder and sintering temperature is given in Fig. 4(b). The
B values are larger than the RA ones for all the mea-
ured samples. Thus, the total polarization resistance depends
n RB. The lowest value of the polarization resistance is
.26 � cm2 for LSM1000-YSZ@1100, whereas the LSM800-
SZ@1200 sample has a resistance of 0.66 � cm2. Higher
B values are found for the cells sintered at 1200 ◦C than

or those sintered at 1100 ◦C. This implies that sintering at
200 ◦C makes the electrode denser, which decreases the TPB
ite density, and that the proper sintering temperature for the
omposite cathode is 1100 ◦C. At the same firing tempera-
ure, the composite cathode from LSM1000 shows a smaller
B value than that from LSM800. This clearly indicates that
greater TPB site density is associated with the composite

lectrode from LSM1000. It is believed that excess densifica-
ion by finer LSM particles prevents the cathode from forming
ufficient TPB sites, and thereby increases the polarization
esistance.

The shrinkage behaviour of the various cathode materials
ig. 5. Shrinkage behaviour for various cathode samples heated to 1300 ◦C.
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ig. 6. Cell performances for fuel cells incorporating various composite cath-
des.

SM1000, LSM800 and LSM1000 particles began to densify
t about 850 and 920 ◦C, respectively. Noticeable shrinkage of
he YSZ phase occurs near 1100 ◦C. On the other hand, the
SM–YSZ composite materials undergo volumetric shrinkage
t around 1000–1050 ◦C. The addition of YSZ prevents to some
xtent the oversintering of the LSM phases, but its effectiveness
eteriorates as the LSM particle size decreases. The LSM800-
SZ cathodes shrink more than 30% at 1100 ◦C and 10% at
200 ◦C as compared with the LSM1000-YSZ cathode. Analysis
f the shrinkage behaviour supports the conclusion that excess
ensification of more sinterable LSM800 particles inhibits the
SZ-to-YSZ phase connection and reduces the TPB site den-

ity. Further, the findings suggest that an optimum particle size
atio exists between the LSM and YSZ to produce a desir-
ble electrode microstructure. The more easily sinterable LSM
hase should have a larger particle size than YSZ. Under the
resent experimental conditions, the mean particle size ratio of
SM800/YSZ and LSM1000/YSZ is ∼1 and 2.7, respectively.
he optimum particle size ratio should also vary according

o the value of the particle size. The optimum particle size
atio will be larger as coarser YSZ particles larger than 78 nm
re used.

The full-cell performance of LSM–YSZ/YSZ/Ni–YSZ cells
ith different composite cathodes was investigated using a
umidified hydrogen. To distinguish the influence of the com-
osite cathodes on the cell power performance, the electrolyte
nd anode thicknesses are identical for the four different cells.
he discharge profiles of the cells at 800 ◦C are presented in
ig. 6. The open-circuit voltage (OCV) of the tested cells is about
.1 V. The four different cells exhibit the same order of cell power
erformance as the corresponding cathodic performances, as
hown in Table 1. A maximum power density of ∼630 mW cm−2

s observed at a current density of 1.3 A cm−2 for the cell with a
SM1000-YSZ@1100 composite cathode of 0.31 � cm2. On the
ther hand, the cell with a LSM800-YSZ@1200 composite cath-
de of 0.73 � cm2 delivers only ∼305 mW cm−2. The maximum

ell power is almost inversely proportional to the total cathodic
olarization resistance. These observations clearly demonstrate
hat the cathodic electrochemical performance closely cor-
elates with the microstructural features, which are strongly

[

[
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nfluenced by the starting particle characteristics and processing
onditions.

. Conclusions

An investigation has been undertaken of the correlation
etween electrochemical performance and the microstructure
f SOFC cathodes consisting of a submicron-sized compos-
te LSM–YSZ. Impedance spectroscopy analysis as a function
f the oxygen partial pressure provides a better understand-
ng of the variation in polarization resistance as a function
f sintering temperature and starting particle size in terms
f cathode microstructural features, which are hardly evalu-
ted by SEM when the LSM–YSZ composite has a nano-scale
rain structure. The more sinterable nano-sized LSM particles
ndergo excess grain growth so as to inhibit TPB forma-
ion and ionic conduction pathways, which impairs both the
athodic electrochemical and cell performances. For better elec-
rochemical performance, the LSM and YSZ particle sizes and
ubsequent processing conditions have to be well-controlled
or the composite cathode to have three-dimensionally
ell-interconnected structures with a maximum TPB site
ensity.
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